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A Pascal VOC 2012 performance across network
architectures

We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach using a variety of architectures on the
PASCAL dataset in Table 1. Using an ImageNet pre-trained DeepLab v3+ our baseline and
semi-supervised results are stronger than those of [10].

B Smoothly varying sample density in semantic
segmentation

B.1 Derivation of signal processing explanation
In this section we explain the derivation of our signal-processing based explanation of the
lack of low-density regions in semantic segmentation problems.

To analyse the smoothness of the distribution of patches over an image we need to com-
pute the L2 pixel content distance between patches centred on neighbouring pixels. Let us
start with two patches A and B – see Figure 1(a,b) – extracted from an image I, centred on
horizontally neighbouring pixels, with A one pixel to the left of B. The L2 distance is |B−A|.
Given that each pixel in B−A is the difference between horizontally neighbouring pixels,
B−A is therefore a patch extracted from the horizontal gradient image ∆xI (see Figure 1(c)).
The squared distance is the sum of the element-wise squares of B−A; it is the sum of the
elements in a patch extracted from (∆xI)◦2. Computing the sums of all patches of size H×W
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Prop. Labels 1/100 1/50 1/20 1/8 Full (10582)
Results from [5, 10] with ImageNet pre-trained DeepLab v2

Baseline – 48.3% 56.8% 62.0% 70.7%
Adversarial [5] – 49.2% 59.1% 64.3% 71.4%
s4GAN+MLMT [10] – 60.4% 62.9% 67.3% 73.2%

Our results: Same ImageNet pre-trained DeepLab v2 network
Baseline 33.09% 43.15% 52.05% 60.56% 72.59%
CutMix 53.79% 64.81% 66.48% 67.60% 72.54%

Results from [10] with ImageNet pre-trained DeepLab v3+
Baseline – unstable unstable 63.5% 74.6%
s4GAN+MLMT [10] – 62.6% 66.6% 70.4% 74.7%

Our results: ImageNet pre-trained DeepLab v3+ network
Baseline 37.95% 48.35% 59.19% 66.58% 76.70%
CutMix 59.52% 67.05% 69.57% 72.45% 76.73%

Our results: ImageNet pre-trained DenseNet-161 based Dense U-net
Baseline 29.22% 39.92% 50.31% 60.65% 72.30%
CutMix 54.19% 63.81% 66.57% 66.78% 72.02%

Our results: ImageNet pre-trained ResNet-101 based PSPNet
Baseline 36.69% 46.96% 59.02% 66.67% 77.59%
CutMix 67.20% 68.80% 73.33% 74.11% 77.42%

Table 1: Performance (mIoU) on augmented PASCAL VOC validation set across a variety of
architectures, using same splits as Mittal et al. [10]. The results for [5] and [10] are taken
from [10].

in a sliding window fashion across (∆xI)◦2 is equivalent to convolving it with a box kernel
1H×W , thus the distance between all horizontally neighbouring patches can be computed us-
ing

√
(∆xI)◦2 ∗1H×W . A box filter – or closely related uniform filter – is a low-pass filter

that will suppress high-frequency details, resulting in a smooth output. This is implemented
in a Jupyter notebook [7] that is distributed with our code.

B.2 Analysis of patch-to-patch distances within Cityscapes

Our analysis of the CITYSCAPES indicates that semantic segmentation problems exhibit high
intra-class variance and low inter-class variance. We chose 1000 image patch triplets each
consisting of an anchor patch Ai and positive Pi and negative Ni patches with the same and
different ground truth classes as Ai respectively. We used the L2 pixel content intra-class
distance |Pi−Ai|2 and inter-class distance |Ni−Ai|2 as proxies for variance. Given that a
segmentation model must place a decision boundary between neighbouring pixels of differ-
ent classes within an image we chose Ai and Ni to be immediate neighbours on either side of
a class boundary. As the model must also generalise from a labelled images to unlabelled im-
ages we searched all images except that containing Ai for the Pi belonging to the same class
that minimises |Pi−Ai|2. Minimising the distance chooses the best case intra-class distance
over which the model must generalise. The inter-class to intra-class distance ratio histogram
on the left of Figure 2 (main paper) underlies the illustration to the right in which the blue
intra-class distance is approximately 3× that of the red inter-class distance. The model must
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(a) Patch A (b) Patch B (c) Patch from ∆xI

Figure 1: (a, b) Two patches centred on horizontally neighbouring pixels, extracted from the
Cityscapes Image in Figure 1(a) (main paper). The ground truth vegetation class is overlaid
in green. The red dot indicates the central pixel. (c) The same patch extracted from the
horizontal gradient image.

learn to place the decision boundary between the patches centred on neighbouring pixels,
while orienting it sufficiently accurately that it intersects other images at the correct points.

C Setup: 2D toy experiments

The neural networks used in our 2D toy experiments are simple classifiers in which samples
are 2D x,y points ranging from -1 to 1. Our networks are multi-layer perceptrons consisting
of 3 hidden layers of 512 units, each followed by a ReLU non-linearity. The final layer is a
2-unit classification layer. We use the mean teacher [14] semi-supervised learning algorithm
with binary cross-entropy as the consistency loss function, a consistency loss weight of 10
and confidence thresholding [4] with a threshold of 0.97.

The ground truth decision boundary was derived from a hand-drawn 512×512 pixel im-
age. The distance map shown in Figure 1(c) (main paper) was computed using the scipy.
ndimage.morphology.distance_transform_edt function from SciPy [16], with
distances negated for regions assigned to class 0. Each pixel in the distance map therefore has
a signed distance to the ground truth class boundary. This distance map was used to generate
the contours seen as lines in Figure 1(c) (main paper) and used to support the constrained
consistency regularization experiment illustrated in Figure 1(d) (main paper).

The constrained consistency regularization experiment described in Section 3.2 (main
paper) required that a sample x should be perturbed to x̂ such that they are at the same — or
similar — distance to the ground truth decision boundary. This was achieved by drawing
isotropic perturbations from a normal distribution x̂ = x+h where h∼N (0,0.117) (0.117≈
30 pixels in the source image), determining the distances m(x) and m(x̂) from x and x̂ to the
ground truth boundary (using a pre-computed distance map) and discarding the perturbation
– by masking consistency loss for x to 0 – if |m(x̂)−m(x)|> 0.016 (0.016≈ 4 pixels in the
source image).
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D Semantic segmentation experiment setup

D.1 Adapting semi-supervised classification algorithms for
segmentation

In the main paper we explain how we adapted Cutout [3] and CutMix [17] for segmentation.
Here we will discuss our approach to adapting standard augmentation, Interpolation Consis-
tency Training (ICT) and Virtual Adversarial Training (VAT). We note that implementations
of all of these approaches are supplied with our source code.

D.1.1 Standard augmentation

Our standard augmentation based consistency loss uses affine transformations to modify un-
supervised images. Applying different affine transformations within the teacher and student
paths results in predictions that not aligned. An appropriate affine transformation must be
used to bring them into alignment. To this end, we follow the approach used by Perone et
al. [12] and Li et al. [9]; the original unaugmented image x is passed to the teacher network
gφ producing predictions gφ (x), aligned with the original image. The image is augmented
with an affine transformation a(·): x̂ = a(x), which is passed to the student network fθ pro-
ducing predictions fθ (a(x)). The same transformation is applied to the teacher prediction:
a(gφ (x)). The two predictions are now geometrically aligned, allowing consistency loss to
be computed.

At this point we would like to note some of the challenges involved in the implementa-
tion. A natural approach would be to use a single system for applying affine transformations,
e.g. the affine grid functionality provided by PyTorch [2]; that way both the input images and
the predictions can be augmented using the same transformation matrices. We however wish
to exactly match the augmentation system used by Hung et al. [5] and Mittal et al. [10], both
of which use functions provided by OpenCV [1]. This required gathering a precise under-
standing of how the relevant functions in OpenCV generate and apply affine transformation
matrices in order to match them using PyTorch’s affine grid functionality, that must be used
to transform predictions.

D.1.2 Interpolation consistency training

ICT was the simplest approach to adapt. We follow the procedure in [15], except that our
networks generate pixel-wise class probability vectors. These are blended and loss is com-
puted from them in the same fashion as [15]; the only different is that the arrays/tensors have
additional dimensions.

D.1.3 Virtual Adversarial Training

Following the notation of Oliver et al. [11], in a classification scenario VAT computes the
adversarial perturbation radv as:

r ∼N (0,
ξ√

dim(x)
I)

g = ∇rd( fθ (x), fθ (x+ r))
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Figure 2: Illustration of mixing regularization for semi-supervised semantic segmentation
with the mean teacher framework. fθ and gφ denote the student and teacher networks, re-
spectively. The arbitrary mask M is omitted from the argument list of function mix for
legibility.

radv = ε
g
||g||

We adopt exactly the same approach, computing the adversarial perturbation that max-
imises the mean of the change in class prediction for all pixels of the output.

We scale the adversarial radius ε adaptively on a per-image basis by multiplying it by
the magnitude of the gradient of the input image. We find that a scale of 1 works well and
used this in our experiments. We also tried using a fixed value for ε – as normally used
in VAT – and found that doing so caused a slight but statistically insignificant reduction in
performance. We therefore recommend the adaptive radius on the basis of ease of use. It is
implemented in our source code.

D.2 Illustration of computation of CutMix and Cutout

We illustrate the computation of CutMix based consistency loss Lcons in Figure 2 and Cutout
consistency loss in Figure 3.

D.3 CutMix with full-sized crops on CITYSCAPES

As stated in our main text, when using the CITYSCAPES dataset, using full size image crops
– 1024×512 rather than the usual 512×256 – impairs the performance of semi-supervised
learning using CutMix regularization, reducing the mIoU score from 60.34%± 1.24 to
58.75%±0.75. We believe that optimal performance is obtained when the scale of the ele-
ments in the mixing mask are appropriately matched to the scale of the image content. We
can alleviate this reduction in performance by constructing our mixing mask by randomly
choosing three smaller boxes whose area is 1/3 of that used for one box (the normal case).
Given that a CutMix mask consisting of a single box uses a box that covers 50% of the image
area (but with random aspect ratio and position), the three boxes each cover 1/6 of the image
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Figure 3: Illustration of Cutout regularization for semi-supervised semantic segmentation
with the mean teacher framework. Note that we include additional detail in final steps of
the computation of Lcons in comparison to Figure 2 in order to illustrate the masking of the
consistency loss.

area. The masks for the three boxes are combined using an xor operation. Figure 4 contrast
mixing with one-box and three-box masks.

D.4 Training details
D.4.1 Using ImageNet pre-trained DeepLab v2 architecture for Cityscapes and

Pascal VOC 2012

We use the Adam [6] optimization algorithm with a learning rate of 3× 10−5. As per the
mean teacher algorithm [14], after each iteration the weights wt of the teacher network are
updated to be the exponential moving average of the weights ws of the student: wt = αtwt +
(1−αt)ws, where αt = 0.99.

The CITYSCAPES images were down-sampled to half resolution (1024× 512) prior to
use, as in [5]. We extracted 512×256 random crops, applied random horizontal flipping and
used a batch size of 4, in keeping with [10].

For the PASCAL VOC experiments, we extracted 321× 321 random crops, applied a
random scale between 0.5 and 1.5 rounded to the nearest 0.1 and applied random horizontal
flipping. We used a batch size of 10, in keeping with [5].

We used a confidence threshold of 0.97 for all experiments. We used a consistency loss
weight of 1 for both CutOut and CutMix, 0.003 for standard augmentation, 0.01 for ICT and
0.1 for VAT.

Hyper-parameter tuning was performed by evaluating performance on a hold-out valida-
tion set whose samples were drawn from the PASCAL training set.

We trained for 40,000 iterations for both datasets. We also found that identical hyper-
parameters worked well for both using DeepLab v2.

D.4.2 Using ImageNet pre-trained DenseUNet for ISIC 2017

All images were scaled to 248×248 using area interpolation as a pre-process step. Our aug-
mentation scheme consists of random 224× 224 crops, flips, rotations and uniform scaling
in the range 0.9 to 1.1.

In contrast to [9] our standard augmentation based experiments allow the samples passing
through the teacher and student paths to be arbitrarily rotated and scaled with respect to one
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Image A Image B

Mask with one box Mask with three boxes combined using xor

Mix of A and B using one box Mix of A and B using three boxes

Figure 4: CutMix using a one-box mask vs a three-box mask when using full image size
crops from Cityscapes.

another (within the ranges specified above), where as [9] use rotations of integer multiples
of 90 degrees and flips.

All of our ISIC 2017 experiments use SGD with Nesterov momentum [13] (momentum
value of 0.9) with a learning rate of 0.05 and weight decay of 5× 10−4. For Cutout and
CutMix we used a consistency weight of 1, for standard augmentation 0.1 and for VAT 0.1.

We would like to note that scaling the shortest dimension of each image to 248 pix-
els while preserving aspect ratio reduced performance; the non-uniform scale in the pre-
processing step acts as a form of data augmentation.

D.4.3 Different architectures for augmented Pascal VOC 2012

We found that different network architectures gave the best performance using different
learning rates, presented in Table 2.

We used the MIT CSAIL implementation1 of ResNet-101 based PSPNet [18]. We had
to modify2 their code in order to use our loss functions. We note that we did not use the
auxiliary loss from [18], known as the deep supervision trick in the MIT CSAIL GitHUb
repository.

1Available at https://github.com/CSAILVision/semantic-segmentation-pytorch.
2Our modified version can be found in the logits-from-models branch of https://github.com/

Britefury/semantic-segmentation-pytorch.
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Architecture Learning rate
DeepLab v2 3×10−5

DeepLab v3+ 1×10−5

DenseNet-161 based Dense U-net 3×10−4

ResNet-101 based PSPNet 1×10−4

Table 2: Learning rates used for different architectures, for the Pascal VOC 2012 dataset.
All networks used pre-trained weights for ImageNet classification.

D.4.4 Confidence thresholding

[4] apply confidence thresholding, in which they mask consistency loss to 0 for samples
whose confidence as predicted by the teacher network is below a threshold of 0.968. In
the context of segmentation, we found that this masks pixels close to class boundaries as
they usually have a low confidence. These regions are often large enough to encompass
small objects, preventing learning and degrading performance. Instead we modulate the
consistency loss with the proportion of pixels whose confidence is above the threshold. This
values grows throughout training, taking the place of the sigmoidal ramp-up used in [8, 14].

D.4.5 Consistency loss with squared error

Most implementations of consistency loss that use squared error (e.g. [14]) compute the
mean of the squared error over all dimensions. In contrast we sum over the class probability
dimension and computing the mean over the spatial and batch dimensions. This is more
in keeping with the definition of other loss functions use with probability vectors such as
cross-entropy and KL-divergence. We also found that this reduces the necessity of scaling
the consistency weight with the number of classes; as is required then taking the mean over
the class probability dimension [14].
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